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A Case of Microcephaly. By D. W. Dennis.

The subject of this sketch is Edward Basse. He is an inmate of tlie

Institution for Feeble-Minded Children at Fort Wayne, lud. He was born

July 13th, 1883, in Germany. His father died at the age of 49. His mother

lives at Garrett, DeKalb County, Ind. He is the sixth child of a family

of eight children. Of these six are said to be well formed. One other,

Mary, who died at the same institution at the age of fourteen, in ISO,"),

was microcephalic. His parents Avere second cousins. The following-

table gives the size of the cranial portion of his head in comparison with

nine other microcephals reported by Cail Vogt in 1866:
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child of his age should be 1,350 c. c: that is. the real capacity is to what it

should be as 8 to 27. Thirteen anthropoid apes measured by various ob-

servers had an average capacity of 450 c. c. The capacity of Basse's skull,

then, is distinctly less than that of many anthropoid apes.

The second anatomical peculiarity to which attention is called is that

his head is not in equipoise. The distance from his chin to his throat is as

great as my own, namely, 55 mm. The line from his occipital protuber-

ance to his inter-scapular vertebrte is almost a straight line; that is. there is

almost no backward projection of his head from his neck. From his

meatus auditorius externus to his eyebrows is 80 mm., to the back of his

head from same place is but 54 mm.; while in a normal boy measured, the

first distance was 88 mm., and the last 94 mm.; that is, in Basse the

meatus is 26 mm. nearer the back than the front of his head, when in a

normal boy it is 6 mm. nearer the front than the back. The weight of his

large face in front is unbalanced by any backward extension of the head.

The command which he hears oftenest is "stand up straight, Eddie;" but

his anatomy will forever forbid his obeying for long at a time. His fore-

head recedes in the center 19.7 mm. for a height of 42 mm.; while just

over the outer portions it recedes more rapidly still. The greatest trans-

verse diameter of the skull is just over the ear in the postero-frontal and

antera-parietal region; forward of this manifest ridge Avhich reaches from

ear to ear, the frontal portion of the cranium lessens rapidly. Back of this

ridge there is a depression more marked on the right side than the left,

which has a depth of about 6 mm., while back of the ridge which forms

the posterior border of this depression the skull again narrows very rap-

idly. The application for his admission to the institution has the clause,

"Face of good size, forehead recedes and back of head very small."

His features, including the form of his head, are so monkey-like that it

astonishes, if it does not shock, everyone who sees him for the first time.

The boys call him "the little monkey face." and when I asked him, at the

suggestion of his attendant, "Where is the little monkey face?" he at once

pointed to his own face. Once when Santa Claus was distributing pres-

ents, a toy monkey was among them; some one asked a little boy who ar-

ticulates poorly, what it was, and he, after vainly trying to say monkey,

pointed to Basse.

There is not in his face a trace of the meaningless vacuity or idiocy

which one always notes in the features of the feeble-minded. He has the

satisfied, the benevolent, the sleepy, the lazy or sometimes the animated
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look of the mastiff or the monkey. He is a general pet among the boys,

as an animal would be; they can calculate on him; a given treatment to

produce a given result; they understand him often better than the at-

tendants do.

He cannot speak a single word; he utters two articular grunts which

are slightly modified by lip action; one sounds more nearly like "boo" than

anything else; his teacher of speech thinks this means "boy," but the di-

rector of his division is equally certain that it means "baby." His tongue,

teeth and vocal organs are not at fault at all; the trouble is cerebral.

He hears well and understands simple directions, but he is genei-ally

at a loss unless the direction is accompanied by gesticulation. Prof. A'on

Jagemann's trained mastiff "Bob" had, I think, as large an ear vocabulary

and he obeyed with much less hesitation.

Basse's eyesight is good, and ho depends largely on it, watches keenly

the lips of anyone speaking to him. His transcendant power is imitation;

it is the one thing in which he is at home. He will repeat any number

of simple things done before him. In an athletic bout (at least in a good-

natured one) he meets a stroke with a similar stroke. He will throw

kisses if they are first thrown to him. To try him Avith something new, I

adjusted my nose glasses and then handed them to him; he adjusted them

to his nose, without the least hesitation, manipulating them exactly as I

had done. When I held uj) one finger he held up one; when I held up two

he held up two; this was as far as he could go. He tried several minutes

to hold up three, Init he could not succeed. While these simple operations

were going on, he took all the interest of a specialist in his own hobby.

As a retriever will bring back for the hundredth time a stick from the

pond with unabated satisfaction, so his pleasure in doing over and over

again the same thing never reached a climax; his onlj' condition precedent

to perfect happiness seemed to be understanding on his part and continued

interest on mine. He has learned to sew buttons on by imitation; but

once when the attendant was not there to give him another button he con-

tinued sewing without getting a button, although a box full was at hand.

So far as I could learn or see, he is incapable of doing work that requires

intellectual variation, or that offers alternatives. He can dress himself,

but if he happens to button consecutive buttons in alternate holes he can-

not (or at least, he could not in one instance) rectify the mistake. His at-

tendant, at my request, asked him to dance; instead of obeying, however,

he offered her his hands. Shp tried every way to persuade him to dance
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aloue; lie was evidently not neeiistomed to solos. He danced with his at-

tendant. In dancing- or walking- his gait is unirjne, characterless; he drags

his feet or even puts his toes down first.

"What, now, is the meaning of Basse's case? Two theories offer them-

selves. One is that intra-nterine disease of which we can not or at least

do not know the cause, produced this malformation or deformity pre-

ciselj^ as a child is sometimes born with an undeveloped arm. Hydro-

cephalus, it is said, is a disease; so also is microcephalus, and beyond this

it is both meaningless and causeless except as disease has a meaning and

a cause.

A theory for the cause of the disease, so called, of microcephaly,

charges it to early ossifying sutures; the following table, taken from Vogt

and Montane, shows that this can not always be the case:
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theory supposes that microcephaly is atavistic. Atavism does not require

that some abnormal oi-g:an like supernumerary nipples shall be grown; it

equally applies to the suppression of growth in any particular organ, pro-

vided that this suppression has left its subject in the normal condition of

some adult ancestor.

It is the common projierty of all students of embryology, that the de-

veloping human brain passes through a stage when it has no brain mantel

whatever; that is, no cerebrum; and that when the cerebrum begins to

grow as diverticula from the fore-brain, its growth is forward, upward

and backward until it has covered successively the fore-l)rain, mid-brain

and hind-brain completely. During this backward growth the cerebrum

gains also greatly in height and in complexity in many ways, but espe-

cially with reference to convolutions. It is equally well known that these

successive stages of the growing human brain are represented by the

adult stages of the brains of mammals. Now by this theory Basse's brain

has been arrested in its development at an anthropoid stage. He cannot

speak because his speech centers have not been developed. He cannot

reason because his brain stopped in its development before it reached the

human stage. This negative statement of the case is not all, however. His

power of imitation far transcends that of normal or weak-minded chil-

dren; that is, he has not stopped in his development merely at somewhat

the level of the ape. but he has developed until it is more than human the

physiological trait that has given the ape his name, imitation. It is ad-

mitted that a rudimentary tail is atavistic; that additional ears on the side

of the neck (relicts of the gill-slits that point back to an ancestry that is

aquatic) are; but to admit these things and deny a similar significance to

Basse's lack of brain and abnormally quickened imitative powers, and

his other accompanying animal traits, is like asserting that the chief

characteristic of man is lack of tail instead of brain capacity and power

of thought.

Everyone has seen cases of atavism which point back to father and

grandfather; and it is said that in the most ancient families of Europe,

that have in their possession paintings of their ancestors for many gen-

erations back, evidence of atavism often appears in children and is a

thing to be proud of. But can it point back for thousands or even for mil-

lions of generations, if there are so many? Among animals and plants It

can, and assent is universal. I have had a lemon brought to school with

a perfect sector of the rind a bright green, when all the rest was the



usual lemon yellow. Tlie meaning was not far to seek: this part of the

rind is reverting back to its ancestor the leaf; the green sector is atavistic.

Atavism can also be geological, as Vogt points out; the millionth colt is

born with the three toes of the hipparion; but the horse is recent and the

hipparion is tertiar3^

Atavism explains Basse's case in every particular: his small cranial

cavity, his lack of speech, his great imitatiA'e powers, his ambling gait,

his unbalanced head, his unabated interest in the hundredth repetition of

the simplest act, his inability to think.

His sister, Mary Basse, was more animal-like from all reports than he.

She had to be waited on as a child, her frame was much more stooped,

and she always walked with bent limbs. A detailed study of her skeleton

would be of the highest scientific value. But I have not as yet been able

to obtain it.

The Relation of Geography to Natural Science and to Education.

By Chas. R. Dryer.

[Abstract.]

Geography is a subject which has points of contact with the whole

range of natural science from physics to anthropology. It has intimate

relations with a large portion of the work done by the State Department

of Geology and Natural Resources, and by the Academy of Science. It is

the only natural science which is taught in all the schools of the State.

Its presence in the school curriculum furnishes a line of least resistance

along which scientific nature study may be introduced into schools of all

grades. The personal interest and attention of every member of the

Academy was invited to the opportunity here offered for the promotion of

scientific education and for the improvement of geographic teaching.


